GRAPHICS
INTERACTIVE SITE MAPPING SOFTWARE SYSTEM
A valuable component of every facility, COREGraphics software system enhances the image of your property to existing and potential customers.
The attractive, customizable program can improve the management, marketing, and operational aspects of your business while increasing
profitability. The system is flexible in that can adjust as the business grows, and the user-friendly management tool is customized to track site
activity in real-time. These innovative features equip the facility manager with the ultimate tools to enhance customer confidence by
demonstrating attention to security and management expertise.

SYSTEM FEATURES
>> Fully integrates with legacy COREGraphics maps
>> Viewer program that is fully customizable to fit your layout
>> Built on Unity Gaming Engine for enhanced graphics,
providing a 3D appearance to 2D sitemaps
>> Enhanced details that can show everything from intercom
stations and keypads to dumpsters and restrooms
>> Flexibility that allows for the Site Assistant software to grow
with the facility as size and capabilities expand
>> Includes an "On-Site" information bar with real-time updates
>> Customized and color-coded facility maps provide the ability
to quickly track site activity and guide prospective
customers to featured units

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
Products and services from PTI Security Systems can be
configured to address every facility’s unique requirements.
Capitalize on COREGraphics software capabilities with:
>> Alert systems, for an added layer of security in areas of the
facility that require notification or protection
>> Wireless door alarms, to further illustrate the exact status of
every door in the facility
>> COREGraphics is interactive with the FalconXT system
controller and StorLogix software from PTI Security Systems
and can display security logs through a split-screen
presentation

TECHNOLOGY
COREGraphics software from PTI Security Systems features a
Windows®-based high-resolution graphical image that provides
detailed characteristics of the site. Images are customized to the
individual facility using the Unity Gaming engine to maximize the
presentation on the monitor.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
The computer in which the COREGraphics software is running
must include the following:
>> 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64)* Windows 7 SP1, 8, 8.1, 10, or higher
>> All necessary updates and service packs for Windows should be
loaded onto the computer before beginning installation
>> 1024 x 768 Large Screen Monitor recommended
>> 128 MB Video Card or higher (Requires 512MB+ for High
Definition and 1GB+ for 3D)
>> PTI Graphics Serial Adapter (Part #PGRASIA)

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Would you like to talk more specifically about the possibilities
available through the use of COREGraphics software at your
facility? Our expert team is ready to help you find the perfect
solution for your facility. Please contact a PTI Representative at
866-549-7493 or send your questions to sales@ptisecurity.com
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